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F I L M W E E K 2 0 1 8
A Celebration of Contemporary Italian Film
La Settimana del Cinema Italiano

Ex
MANY KISSES LATER 2009, 110 min

Directed: Fausto Brizzi Starring: Claudio Bisio, Silvio Orlando, Fabio De Luigi, Nancy Brilli
This huge box-office hit in Italy is a bittersweet romantic comedy about that crazy little thing
called love. The film begins with many declarations of love and kisses... but does it last? ‘Ex/Many
Kisses Later’ follows six couples between Christmas and Valentine’s Day with stories that explore
charged relationship issues: such as the end of an affair, and the ways former romantic partners
can impact our lives. Some relationships turn bad, others into friendships, while for others... the
flame of love still burns strongly. ‘Ex/Many Kisses Later’ received 10 David di Donatello nominations:
including Best Film, Best Director and Best Screenplay.

“Brilliantly written... a breath of fresh air for those who long for something different.”

WAIKATO TIMES

Showing: Saturday 26 at 8.30pm, Sunday 27 at 4.00pm, Wednesday 30 at 6.15pm

Corpo Celeste
HEAVENLY BODY 2011, 100 min

Directed: Alice Rohrwacher Starring: Yle Vianello, Salvatore Cantalupo, Pasqualina Scuncia
Thirteen year-old Marta has recently moved back to southern Italy with her mother and older sister
and struggles to find her place, restlessly testing the boundaries of an unfamiliar city and the
catechism of the Catholic church. In the convention of the Catholic Church she takes catechism but
confronts the morality of the local Catholic community. ‘Corpo Celeste’ heralds the arrival of a young
and distinctive voice. Alice Rohrwacher's writing and directing debut, and Vianello’s wonderful
performance, is a powerful revelation of a moralising religiosity that can suffocate the young.

“Quietly compelling, this intelligent slice of social realism is well worth watching.”

EMPIRE

Showing: Sunday 27 at 8.30pm, Tuesday 29 at 6.15pm

L'Italia in un Giorno
ITALY IN A DAY 2014, 75 min

Directed: Gabriele Salvatores Starring: Nikolas Grasso, Alessia Gatti, Antonio Rocco
Thousands of Italians record videos of their lives, collected by the director, for this kaleidoscopic
portrait of a troubled, but vibrant country. Italy is beautiful - as shots of numerous cities and
landscapes attest - but it’s also a nation in conflict: problems with unemployment, crime and
environmental issues. An engrossing and entertaining portrait of a modern Italy - the volcanic
eruption of Mount Etna best encapsulates the country's beauty and turmoil in one striking scene.

“Fast paced, intense, with pathos and beauty... a complex ode to Italy.”
Showing: Friday 25 at 6.15pm, Tuesday 29 at 8.30pm

All films are in Italian with English subtitles
Admission: R40. Booking at WebTickets
and in Pick n’ Pay stores

IMDb

E' Stato il Figlio
IT WAS THE SON 2012, 93 min

Directed: Daniele Cipri Starring: Toni Servillo, Gisella Volodi, Alfredo Castro
In one of the poorest suburbs of Palermo, Sicily, in the 1970’s, blighted by Camorra criminal gangs,
a young girl is fatally wounded when caught in the crossfire of a shooting. Promised extensive
government compensation, the girl's family, ruled by its scrap-merchant scavenging father, starts
advance spending of its supposed riches and catastrophe ensues. It’s an entertaining, operatic,
grand guignol drama - filled with black humour and a shocking conclusion. ‘E' Statio il Figlio/
It was the Son’ competed for the Golden Lion at the Venice International Film Festival.
“Social criticism sprinkled with comic relief: classic ingredients of commedia all’italiana.” CAFE PELLICOLA
Showing: Monday 28 at 8.30pm, Thursday 31 at 6.15pm

La Scomparsa di Patò
THE VANISHING OF PATO 2011, 90 min

Directed: Rocco Mortelliti Starring: Nino Frassica, Maurizio Casagrande, Alessandra Mortelliti
Based on the historical novel by Andrea Camilleri, ‘The Vanishing of Patò’ is set in Vigàta, the town
that Detective Montalbano fans know and love. It's Easter weekend, 1890. Two rival investigators
look into the disappearance of Antonio Patò, a quiet accountant, who vanishes after his performance as Judas in the town's annual Passion Play.

“Hugely enjoyable comedy that takes a look at the nonsensicality of bureaucracy through a creative
reworking of the buddy-cop formula. Really clever, humourous dialogue.” CINEMA PROJECTION
“Starts as a simple detective story, but becomes much more; with sharp social commentary on Italy’s
class system, political interference and the true nature of power. Combining elements of Italian farce
and detective story, it is by turns funny, touching and joyously entertaining.” DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL FILM
Showing: Saturday 26 at 6.15pm, Wednesday 30 at 8.30pm

La Sedia della Felicità
THE CHAIR OF HAPPINESS 2013, 98 min

Director: Carlo Mazzacurati Starring: Valerio Mastandrea, Isabella Ragonese, Giuseppe Battiston
A beautician, Bruna, learns from a client dying in prison, that there is a treasure hidden inside one of
her drawing room chairs. Bruna enlists the help of Dino, a tattoo artist, and they embark on an
adventure with many dramatic twists and turns, ultimately falling in love along the way. The film
received eight David di Donatello nominations, including awards for Best Director and Best Film.

“This lively, quirky, nutty romp through northern Italy is sharp-witted fun.”

CINEMA LITTLE ITALY

Showing: Friday 25 at 8.30pm, Sunday 27 at 6.15pm

Il Papà di Giovanna
GIOVANNA’S FATHER 2008, 105 min

Directed: Pupi Avati Starring: Alba Rohrwacher, Silvio Orlando, Francesca Neri

Set in Bologna, 1938, this compelling and emotional drama tells the story of a devoted father, an
artist and teacher at his daughter Giovanna’s school. Giovanna is a shy and insecure young woman
who doesn’t fit in. Her father does his best to protect her - even when her life takes a violent turn.
Avati’s handsomely produced film is marked by tremendous performances: Orlando was awarded
Best Actor at the Venice festival; Rohrwacher received a David di Donatello Best Actress Award.
The film also won the Little Golden Lion; and the Golden Pegasus for Best Supporting Actor.

“Refreshingly unconventional... beautifully acted by Rohrwacher and Orlando.”
Showing: Saturday 26 at 4.00pm, Monday 28 at 6.15pm, Thursday 31 at 8.30pm

All films are in Italian with English subtitles
Admission: R40. Booking at WebTickets
and in Pick n’ Pay stores

EYE FOR FILM

